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Welcome to our Fall 2022 semester! My name is Araceli Hernandez, and
I am delighted to share that I will be CSUN’s Accounting Association
President this semester. By way of introduction, I have been with AA
since Fall 2020. I was a transfer student at the time, and I had decided to
join AA because I knew a big part of my professional career entailed
networking with professionals and expanding my soft skills. CSUN’s
Accounting Association has been a tremendous support system
throughout my academic career and it’s the platform that helped land an
internship with PwC. After having a successful recruiting season, I
decided to become a director for the Student Development team. I
assisted students in recruiting and prepared them for Meet the Firms.
After completing my first directorship, I immediately applied to become
an executive and oversee the Student Development team. I then served
as Controller, where I created budgets for the organization and
collected the firm sponsorships. The experience I have gained with AA
has prepared me for this role and I plan to lead the team by raising the
expectations and lead with integrity. 

 

 

I’ve met so many great people via webinars, zoom meetings, google chats
and other online platforms that foster the convenience of scheduling
meetings/interviews at the comfort of our homes. Although these online
platforms are great, I believe the best experiences happen in person and
among ourselves. Which is why my team and I are excited to announce
that we will host all meetings, professional panels, and student activities
fully in-person during this semester. Our mentorship mixer will take
place at CSUN on September 9th. Our networking workshop is scheduled
for September 16th, following our mock interviews on September 30.
Aside from these workshops we also have some exciting student
activities lined up for you all. Please keep a look out for our weekly
newsletter to get more details on events, dates, registration, and
location. 

President

Araceli
Hernandez

President's Welcome Letter

I invite you all to embark on your journey with AA and grow your
network. Be sure to visit us during our table-sitting hours to join AA. On
that note, I welcome all questions about recruiting, degree road maps,
accounting courses, EY Center, or anything you think I can help you
with. Please do not hesitate in reaching out. To wrap things up, I hope
you have an awesome Fall 2022 semester! Once again, welcome back
and welcome all new transfer students to CSUN! Go Matadors! 

Table-sitting location: 
First floor inside
Bookstein Hall 
Look out for our AA
banner and table!

Contact Information:
Email:
President@aacsun.org
Primary Phone number:
(310) 406-7269
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Mentorship, Student Development 
Monday, Wednesday, Evening Meetings and Panels 

I became a director mainly to network and socialize, but I also researched
what each directorship was responsible for and how it would benefit me.
Briefly, if you want to focus on professionalism and networking with the
firms, the following directorship positions are the best: 

Joining a club is easy, but being active in it requires much more effort
and time. I was not active in my first semester when I joined the
Accounting Association (AA). Although I received many emails and
GroupMe notifications about different events being held, I was shy and
unmotivated. I quickly regretted it as the next semester everything had
become remote. I felt the pressure to make myself known as I simply
couldn’t walk to campus to network or make new friends. Thus, I joined
AA once more and applied for a directorship position to force myself to
interact with other people, even if it was through zoom, and learn what
being an accountant is all about. 

Membership
Finally, if you wanted to interact and socialize with the AA members, the list below is in charge:

Public Relations

If you want to work behind the scenes to match your busy schedule and understand how AA functions, the following
director position are the most suited:

No matter which directorship position you end up overseeing, there is the benefit that the AA board will be your new family
in supporting your recruiting journey and helping you with any questions whether it be about school, firm choices, or even
seeing who is free to hang out for lunch. It doesn’t even have to be AA that you are active in. Being involved on campus will
provide the experience that one will be able to look back to in the future.

After you have done at least one directorship position, I highly recommend you apply for an executive position. There are a
total of eight executive positions with all-important assigned tasks. As an Executive, you are exposed to a lot more
responsibilities, however, all very rewarding. You will be giving back to the club that has guided you through your recruiting
journey in hopes that you will now guide the new group of members through their college life. I was able to build a close
circle of friends through being an Executive of AA that I am very grateful for. 

Vice President

Jaemma
Kim

The Benefits of Having a
Directorship or Executive Role

The Accounting Association's wide variety of meetings and panels hold ample amounts of useful information and chances
to interact with unique professionals from a different firm every week. Whether you choose to ask a thoughtful question or
have your camera on during the presentation so professionals can put a face to your name, every meeting and panel offers
students the opportunity to stand out, gain insight, and form connections. 

Student Activities

Marketing Media
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I wish you the best of luck with
your journey, and I hope you

are able to grow with each and
every challenge you overcome.

Controller

Abigail
Arevalo

AA Events and Other Resources

Hello! In the past few years, we have faced so many challenges that have
changed our lives. However, one thing that always holds true when we are
faced with adversity is our need for guidance and support. As I have learned
from my own experiences, every challenge that we face is an opportunity for
growth, and the most important thing to remember is that we don't have to
face them alone. There is an abundance of resources available for us to
benefit from, giving us the chance to practice, make mistakes, and learn, all
without judgment.

The Accounting Association is just one of many places where you can find
events that play a huge part in your professional development. These events
include but are not limited to: 

Participate in team-building activities     
Speed network
Connect with your mentor in a fun and engaging way 

Mentorship Mixer/ Mentorship Program 
As a member of the Accounting Association, you have the chance of being
paired with a professional and student mentor. Taking the first step to
meeting someone who may become your go-to for support may be
intimidating, but AA provides the Mentorship Mixer, which gives mentors
and mentees the ability to meet and interact in a fun and social environment.
Going into this event, you'll have the opportunity to: 

Practice their elevator pitch
Develop their interpersonal skills 
Obtain live feedback from professionals 
Form prior connections

Networking Workshop 
The Accounting Association's Networking Workshop is built to help students prepare for events, such as Meet the
Firms, by allowing them to: 

Students are given a chance to meet and speak with professionals from all different types of firms, from Big 4, Mid-
Tier, Regional, and Local to government agencies and a number of corporations. 

Mock interviews 
Another AA event that is essential for recruiting is the
Mock Interviews Workshop. Typically scheduled right
before interviews begin, this event allows students to
sharpen their interviewing skills by giving them the

chance to interview with professionals from a
multitude of firms.
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Ask AA executives and
directors  about their

internship experiences.
 

Why are internships important?
Internships are a great way to get valuable experience, network within
your desired field, and find full-time job opportunities. When you think
about internships, you might picture the stereotypical coffee-getting
type of interns. However, within the accounting industry, interns are
treated the same as real staff members and full-time associates. You are
given actual tasks that you would be given as a first-year staff. This
creates a very valuable learning experience for interns because it allows
them to step into the shoes of a real associate and helps them decide if
this is the right career for them. On the other hand, companies value
their interns because they would rather hire someone who already has
experience within their company than someone who hasn’t interned for
them. It is very common for interns to receive a full-time job offer after
they graduate. This is important because you won’t have to worry about
post-graduate plans. In addition, internships help students master
professional soft skills such as communication, punctuality, and time
management. These skills are key for success for your college and
professional careers. They will also be valuable in the long run for any
career or industry since they are highly sought out.

What is an internship?
An internship is a professional learning experience that offers
meaningful, practical work related to a student's field of study or career
interest. An internship gives a student the opportunity for career
exploration, development, and to learn new skills. Internships can last
anywhere from a few weeks to as long as a year. Many companies offer
different kinds of internships: full-time, part-time, summer, winter,
different service lines (tax, audit, consulting), etc.

If you’re unsure of what career path you want to take or which service line you want, internships are a great way to find what’s
best for you. Many accounting firms offer internships specifically for audit, tax, or consulting, but you can also find rotational
internships that offer a little bit of everything. Another valuable aspect of internships is that it helps you find a company that
you truly enjoy working for and that you can see yourself working for after college. The best way to decide if the company is a
good fit for you is to network with the professionals there and take advantage of the resources they offer you. The time you
spend during your internship is a great way to explore what opportunities the company offers and help guide you towards
your future career path.

If you’re ready to take the next step and start
recruiting, here are some helpful resources
for finding internships and landing an offer:
-AA Workshops and Meetings 
-CSUN Handshake
-LinkedIn

Treasurer

Anjanette
Tadiaman

The Importance of an Internship

Another place to look for guidance throughout your recruiting journey is the EY Center. There you'll find Gladys Polio, the
director of the EY Center, who is dedicated to supporting and advising students throughout their college careers. Be sure to
stay up to date with her emails, so you know about events and other opportunities.  

CSUN EY Center  has countless guides and templates on the website such as: 
                      -Resume Templates     -Cover Letter Templates      -Networking Guide     
                          -Interview Preparation Guide 
                          -Preparation for SLP's, Interviews, and Full-time positions 
                     -Resume & Cover letter Review and Prep -LinkedIn Networking 
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In the transition to AA hosting more in-person events and activities this
semester, as well as in-person classes, students should expect to be in
school more often than the previous years. However, it may be significantly
more challenging to manage time this semester since the past few years
have been online. There will be those working and taking on more than 15
units on top of having their personal matters and situations to deal with. It
will be difficult, stressful, and easy to lose faith in yourself in the process.
There will be obstacles and hurdles to overcome. Whether you are a
procrastinator or an early bird, here are some beneficial ways to manage
your time to make your life a bit easier in the long run. 

Time Management

Tip #3: Visualizing my days, weeks, and months in advance helps me prepare for what’s ahead and rest when
it’s appropriate. Remember, take a breather, and give yourself adequate time to catch up on yourself and your
mental health. No task is bigger or more important than you.

Tip #1: Being able to visualize your week and even the
month in advance is significantly advantageous. You
can do this in a variety of ways, such as buying an
agenda/planner (or getting it for free from CSUN) or
using Google calendars to mark events and reminders.
Visualizing tasks in advance lets me know when to
prepare for a lot of work, and when to rest– a super
helpful feature that connects with Tip #3. 

Tip #2: Break down each day with “to-do” lists. Write
these “to-do’s” on the agenda, planner, or calendar.
You can also simply grab a blank sheet of paper from a
notebook, tape it to your desk, and mark your “to-
do’s” for each day of the week. Whenever you receive a
new email or suddenly get reminded of a task, it’s
relatively easy to just write it down in case you may
forget about it. Prioritize the most important tasks
and try to finish them. Less important tasks with soft
deadlines can be passed along to the next day without
negative consequences.

Executive of
Operations

Shalome
Chae

Tip #4: Write down important dates! If you tend to procrastinate, you do not want to forget about deadlines.
Add the days you have work and classes. Read the syllabus and add the due dates for important exams and
projects. Please do not forget to visit AA’s website or Instagram to add all the events you want to attend,
especially The Mock Interview Workshop, the Networking Workshop, and Meet the Firms.

Take a deep breath everyone,
you can do it! 

Tip #5: One of the most important things to keep in mind is to give yourself a break! AA's student activities
give everyone a chance to wind down, avoid burnout during recruiting and exams. It's a great way to meet
your peers and take a break from any stress you may have. Some of AA's past events include: AA Hike,
Scavenger Hunt, BAAM Game Night 
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Dress in business professional attire.
Remember to smile! It goes a long way.
Don’t forget that this is a conversation. Although they are interviewing you, you are also seeing if their firm is a good match
for you.
Show that you’re interested in their firm! Reference their culture and values in your answers and how it connects to your
experiences.
Refer to your list of questions, and make sure that what you’re asking isn’t something easily found on their website.
Ask for their contact information at the end of the interview.

During:

Prepare your resume well in advance and get it reviewed by the EY
Career Center in BB 2224. You can find the required accounting resume
template on their website.
Thoroughly research the firms you are interested in and see what kind
of services they offer. See if their culture and values align with yours.
Take notes on your findings as they will come in handy during your
interviews.
Attend AA’s events, meetings, and workshops. There are many
opportunities for you to meet professionals and learn about the firms. 
Utilize Handshake to RSVP for Meet the Firms and apply for your
internships.
Get in touch with other AA members as many of them have gone
through the recruiting process already. It’s helpful to learn about their
experiences.
Prepare a list of good questions to ask your interviewer about the firm,
their experience, and training.
Read over the details of your interview as sometimes firms will email
you with a timeline of what to expect.

Before:

Executive
Administrator

Katerina
Martirosyan

How to Prepare for Your Interviews
Preparing for interviews can be overwhelming, but it’s important to remain
calm and make a checklist of everything you need to do during the
recruiting season. Recruiting is looking for internships and job
opportunities, and following the steps needed to secure an offer. It’s
important to note that recruiting can be tough with many deadlines, events,
and opportunities to meet professionals. Something that I did to help me
during my process was to write all the deadlines and everything I needed to
do in my planner. That way, I was able to stay on track of any strict
deadlines and take advantage of all the events I could attend. AA offers
amazing events such as the Mentorship Mixer, Networking Workshop, and
Mock Interviews to help prepare you for your recruiting season!

After:
After 24 hours, send your interviewer a thank you email. Include a reference from your conversation to remind them of who
you are.

It’s important to be yourself during
your interview process. Professionals
want to get to know you, for you. I
wish you all luck during the recruiting
season!

Interview Preparation
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Networking

The adage “it’s not what you know, but who you know” still rings true till
this day and is prevalent for business majors. Don’t get me wrong, having
a stellar GPA will pique interest in recruiters from different firms, but
they also want someone that is familiar that exhibits personalities that
match with their firm’s values. Professionals like to hire familiar faces and
I am proud to say that our club has been able to connect many of our
members to their desired firms/professions. 

Platform
In a sense, clubs do serve as a platform for students to begin crafting their
professional network. As you may know, the Accounting Association hosts
workshops dedicated to both networking and interviewing. This can be
one of the many steps you can take into building your own professional
network. Another way you can build your professional network is to
attend Meet the Firms. For those who don’t know what Meet the Firms is,
it's an event that brings professionals from various public and
government accounting firms to interact with students. This will greatly
benefit your professional development since now the professionals can
attach a name to a face.

 The last platform I would like to mention is LinkedIn. LinkedIn can be
best summarized as Facebook for professionals minus the controversial
and toxic communities. It is a great resource to utilize whether it be to
find people or research a person that you will be speaking to. You would
be surprised at how many common interests and experiences you might
have with that individual which can be brought up in interviews so that
you can get the conversation rolling.

Finding the Right People
Whether it be colleagues, mentors, or friends it will take some time to find the right people. It is important to remember that
the right person isn’t always the one who checks all the boxes, but the one who you can view as being compatible with. You
might be thinking to yourself, “Wow this sounds like relationship advice” and you would be correct in that statement. The
fundamental principles from dating can be applied to professional settings, finding a platform, going out and finding which
person you connect with, and keeping in touch with them whenever possible. The most critical step that you need to make is
to put in effort to go and actively engage with platforms listed above to find the right people.

Staying In Touch
Depending on who you are trying to stay in touch with, this can be one of the hardest steps that you have to make. I remember
one of the professionals that I talked to during Meet the Firms said that out of the twenty students that talked to him during
Meet the Firms, one or two reached out after sending the first round of thank you emails. Staying in touch with these people
will help them remember who you are and are more likely to help you out versus the person they have met once. It is
important to note that when it comes to professionals, you don’t have to connect with them every single day. They understand
that you have different lives than theirs and would appreciate a cup of coffee here and there whenever you get a chance to
meet them again. 

Executive
Coordinator

Dickson
Chan
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Executive of Alumni
Relations

Isaac De La Luz
Campech

What is MTF?
Meet the firms is an important event you MUST attend where you’ll get
to experience speaking with professionals one on one from multiple
firms. If you are majoring in accounting, information systems, or
business in general, you would find it most beneficial to attend.

Why should you attend?
During meet the firms, you will find yourself with lots of opportunities
to connect with professionals attending the event. Even more so since
this upcoming semester it will be in-person, therefore giving you a
better chance to connect with professionals from these firms.
Therefore you should attend the event to:

Create and establish a foundation for your network as you begin to
speak with professionals from a multitude of firms. You will get the
chance to put yourself out there and begin building your network
by speaking and learning about the firms attending. This is great if
you are unfamiliar with the professional world in accounting as
you get to ask questions to distinguish who the Big 4, Mid-tier,
local, government, private are and so much more. You get to learn
how a firm operates and their working environment, this is
important in order to seek the firm that best fits you. 

Show the professionals who you are. With MTF this time around
being in-person, this is the perfect opportunity to introduce who
you are to the firms you’re applying to for their internship or full-
time positions. The conversations you can have with professionals
can go a long way as they will get to recognize you by attending
these events. They will get to know you outside of just your resume
and that possible connection you can make may help you in the
offers you can receive. 

After MTF
Walking out from an event like MTF can be exhausting
as you have been networking the entire time but to get
the most out of it you should:

Follow-up with professionals you met by email if you would like
to maintain those connections you made. You will make a great
impression on them if you thank them for their time and wish to
keep the conversation going. 
Keep updated the professional you would like to continue a
connection with as you will have the opportunity to ask them
questions along the way to help with your journey in accounting.

Armanino
PwC
EY 
Baker Tilly

Meet The Firms this year will be IN PERSON.  A few
firms who have attended in the past include:

How to Get the Most Out of
Meet The Firms

When/Where is MTF?
Meet the Firms is scheduled to take
place this semester IN PERSON on
Tuesday, September 20th.
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Mentorship
Directors

Public Relations
Directors

Mentorship Directors
connect members with

professionals and
student mentors and
host the Mentorship

Mixers.

Fall 2022 Directors

Public Relations
Directors are in charge

of weekly emails, the
website and the Student
Recruiting Book (SRB).  

Osmin Galdamez

Jonathan Diego Gohar Yenokyan

Uzaki Paniagua
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Student Activities
Directors

Student Development
Directors

Student Activities
Directors host and plan
events for members to

socialize, relax and make
sure everyone is having

fun!

Student Development
Directors are responsible

for contacting firms,
catering and other

logistics related to the
Networking Workshop
and Mock Interviews. 

Omar PugaBrett Zarris

Monique
Arezoomanianss

Tigran Petrosyan

Fall 2022 Directors
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Wednesday Meetings
Directors

Our Monday technical
meetings are held every

week throughout the
semester. The Directors

are responsible for
managing all meeting

logistics,  and for
marketing the meetings. 

Evening Events
Directors

 Arthur Oganyan Uyanga Bayarbat

Ampie ElominaEric Cabreros

Fall 2022 Directors

Our Wednesday & Evening
Meetings are held every

other week throughout the
semester. Evening events
are held in the evenings of

different dates. The
Directors are responsible

of marketing the meetings
and managing all meeting
logistics. Evening events
directors also moderate

our evening panels. 
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The Marketing Directors
are responsible for

updating AA’s LinkedIn,
Facebook, Instagram
and Twitter accounts

with our all of our
upcoming virtual

meetings, professional
events, and social

events.

 Marketing
Directors

Rosie DuranYi (Patrick) Zhang

Fall 2022 Directors

Kaylee Ju

Membership
Director

Membership Directors
are in charge of
organizing the

Membership Drive,
helping members join

the AA family.  
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          Mental Health is not a topic that is often discussed when talking about professionalism. It is
important to note that behind the business casual, or the work polo, we take on many identities that are
just as important to us as our career aspirations. Students are masters at multi-tasking so many aspects
of their lives, but at what cost? Outside of academics, students may be struggling with depression,
suicidal thoughts, pressure within the home, financial matters, taking on too much at once, just to name
a few. Unfortunately, they are often not vocal about these issues and are taking on all this with little to
support.

           We should not compromise our mental health for the sake of our goals and career aspirations.
These things should align with our personal values. A common topic when students are going through
the recruiting process or navigating the professional realm is work-life balance. What does this mean?
What does it look like? I don’t think there is any one definition of what work-life balance is, it differs
from person to person. A professional can explain to you what they consider to be work-life balance but
that may not align with the person that you are. It is up to you to take the time to evaluate what your
values are, what you are willing to give up, and what things are just not worth it and align them with
your goals. 

          There are many resources available to students to help them succeed during their time here at
CSUN, they just need to know where to look. One of most important resources that many can attest to is
to surround yourself with people that act as support systems. These support systems can range from
friends, classmates, family, teachers, to mentors, it can even be among your colleagues. It is important
to know that whatever you are struggling with, you’re not alone, you don’t have to be. 

          We need to always remember to support one another. Be compassionate to your neighbor because
you don’t know what kind of challenges they may be facing. Of course, some challenges are also
welcomed. It is so important to also recognize your wins. We are hustlers, dedicated in our goals. We
are persevering to create a better life. May it be for ourselves, for our loved ones, or merely for the
fulfilment of accomplishing goals and reaching heights never previously imagined. 

          You are capable of achieving whatever goals and expectations you set for yourself. You just have to
want it enough to act on it. 

          Lastly, two other important resources I want to highlight and encourage you to take advantage of
are Mentorship Programs and our campus’ vital resource, University Counseling Services, also known
as UCS. There are many programs on campus that offer mentorship in some capacity, may it be
academically, professionally, or socially. It helps to learn from people who have gone through your
same academic process, are in positions you envision yourself to be, or have perhaps faced the same life
transitions you have. Additionally, University Counseling Services Offers students short term therapy
sessions with a wide range of licensed professionals. Students, when they feel comfortable, are then
transitioned to more permanent counseling services at a reduced cost. 

Coffee Chat: Mental Health
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The EY Center for Careers in Accounting and Information
Systems, also known as simply The EY Center, has remained a
helpful resource in guiding students’ success in their career
aspirations. The Director of the EY Center, Gladys Polio, is 
 experienced in her career and job search field and has dedicated
her time here at CSUN to support undergraduate (Bachelors
program) and graduate students (Masters program) and alumni.
She acts as a liaison between those pursuing careers in Accounting
and Information Systems and numerous firms that range from the
Big 4, Mid-tier, Local, Private, and Government sector. 

The EY Center offers a multitude of resources such as: 
• Resume Reviews and Preparation Workshops 
• Cover Letter Reviews and Workshops 
• LinkedIn Profile and Networking Workshops
• Coffee Chats/Networking Workshops
• Get Ready for Recruiting Workshops
• Interview Preparation Workshops
• A Recruiting Boot Camp every semester
• Firm Office Hours with prominent firms

Note: Before attending Meet the Firms, be sure to visit the EY
Center. The helpful staff and Director also aim to help students get
their resumes and cover letters approved on Handshake, an online
job site used by many employers recruiting students for Student
Leadership Programs (SLPs), Internships, and Full-time offers. 

Important Dates 
 

Fall Semester begins:
August 29, 2022

 
 Meet the Firms - Big 4 & Mid-Tier:  

Tuesday, September 20, 2022
The Odyssey Restaurant

15600 Odyssey Drive
Granada Hills, CA 91344

6:00pm - 9:00pm
(5:00pm Student Check-In)

 
You MUST register through Handshake and

pay in advance before attending!!
 

Price increases each week!
$40 till August 28

$45 till September 4
$50 till September 11
$55 till September 18

 
Complete payment with QR code:

 
 
 

EY Center for Careers in Accounting and
Information Systems

Check out the EYCC website (http://csun.edu/acctis/ey-center) for
numerous guides and resources (including Resume & Cover Letter
templates), online workshops and recruiting programs, Meet the
Firms career fairs, key dates, links, etc.

Location: Bookstein Hall - BB 2224
Office: (818) 677-2979
gladys.polio@csun.edu

Student Assistants:
Araceli Hernandez
Brett Zarris
Lucy Cruz 14

Gladys Polio



Attend Firms' Office Hours
A great way to get to know the firms and ask questions. 
Take the opportunity to introduce yourself.

Attend Workshops 
Accounting Association, EY Center and other business
clubs host workshops on how to navigate recruiting.
Networking Workshop | September 16
Mock Interviews | September 30

Sign up for Meet the Firms
Attend Meet the Firms| September 20th

Resume, Cover Letter, Handshake & LinkedIn Accounts
Attend workshops and visit EY Center to make sure that
you have an upstanding written compilation of your
education, work experience, credentials, and
accomplishments.

Apply on Handshake
Follow all instructions and make sure to apply on both
Handshake and company's website before the deadline.

Interview & Offer
Check your email and Handshake for updates from the firms. 
Good Luck!

Recruiting Timeline
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Utilize AA and the EY center to identify your career goals
Research the Firms
Create a list of questions that you have for the professionals
Create a list of application deadlines
"Suit Up" (Dress to Impress)
Attend Meet the Firms
Apply to firms on Handshake

Keep up with Emails from Gladys
Attend AA Weekly Meetings with the firms
Go to  firm Office Hours
Get your resume approved by the EY center

Recruiting Checklist

NETWORKING
Become an AA Member
Create a LinkedIn & Handshake Account
Join AA's Mentorship Program
Attend Networking Workshop
Follow up with the professionals
Schedule coffee chats

RECRUITING

MEET THE FIRMS

INTERVIEWS
Attend Mock Interviews
Learn the environment etiquette
Have a PDF version of your resume ready
Keep Up with emails from the firms
Check your Handshake Account daily
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California State University,

Northridge

@AACSUN

@AACSUN

@AACSUN

https://www.instagram.com/aacsun/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLCsNklYh2UTxAElRwgtQHA
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